
CS 2810 Day 2 Jan 21

Admin:
- ICA process reminder

- ICAs not included in notes on website
- upload all ICAs in a lesson to one assignment on gradescope

Linear Systems
Representing Linear System as augmented matrix
RREF
identifying solutions of linear systems (none, unique, many)





By scaling and adding any row (equation) to any other row, we don't change system's solutions.





By scaling a row (equation), we don't change solution set of the system.







(we'll provide a more formal method later ...)



Solve the linear system by row reduction, document your row operations
as shown previously (e.g. r_1' = r_1 + 4 r_0)







Solve the linear system by row reduction
- document your row operations as previously shown
- represent it as a matrix at each step





Solve the linear system by row reduction
- document your row operations as previously shown
- represent it as a matrix at each step



















Tell whether each matrix below is in RREF
For any matrices not in RREF, cite a particular entry which justfies its exclusion
For any matrices in RREF, tell whether they have

- no solutions
- unique solution
- many solutions

is RREF
no solutions
last row implies 0 =4

2 in matrix makes it
not RREF.
0s above/below 1s
in the matrix for RREF

one 1 per row implies
x = squiggle_1
y = squiggle_2 ...

a unique solution

many solutions
0 =0 is always true
(last row doesn't
constrain solutions)







Every linear system (except those with no solutions) has a unique RREF

The existance of a Zero row means that system has no solutions or many solutions.

Student misconception:
A 'zero row' requires a zero in the augment column: False



Solving all linear systems: bring them to RREF

1. Express linear system as an augmented matrix:

2. Scale row i so that its leading coefficient is 1

3. Add & scale row i to all other rows so matrix has only 0 above/below leading coefficient

4. Repeat for row i + 1 if it has a leading coefficient




